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Wall Shelving 
 
This product requires some assembly 

Hook 400mm 

 
Product dimensions 
Length 400mm 
Width 160mm 
Depth 70mm 

 

Key Features 

All Wall Hooks are designed with easy countersunk holes for simple attachment to the wall. 

It is advisable to contact your local hardware for suitable fixings as wall structure varies. 

Made from quality solid steel and rod and powdercoated.  

Standard colours - Bright White and Matt Black. 

 

Wall Hooks are a decorative and very useful addition to any room.  Decorative wall hooks create an artful 

element and an economical way of displaying hard to display items.  Wall hooks are for any light duty application 

and are for indoor use only.  
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Good to Know 

Wall Hooks can be used for many different purposes and can help declutter your home by hanging items. There are 

many creative and inexpensive projects that you can make using wall hooks. How about a hook to hang your purse 

as you walk through the door?  Or one of the biggest trends in the kitchen is hanging pots and pans where they are 

visible. If you have an empty wall and area that you are looking to spruce up, you can use hooks to hang things up. 

Be creative! 

 

Different wall materials require different types of fixing devices. Use fixing devices suitable for the walls in your 

home are sold separately at your local hardware. 

Different wall materials support different loads of weight, for instance, a wall made of plaster cannot support as 

much weight as walls made of wood, concrete or brick. 

If you are uncertain about what type of fixing devices to use, please contact your local hardware store. 

Only for indoor use. 

Powder coated (45-50 microns thickness) steel. 

 

Assembly Instructions 

 

Ensure that the Wall Hooks are installed to a level horizontal line:  Use a laser level or large spirit level 

to make sure the wall hook is installed level. Wall hooks can be fixed to plaster sheeting of plaster walls using 

wall mates or similar devices. Wall hooks are for any light duty application and are for indoor use only.  

Fixings: For most applications screws 40mm or longer are used.8 gauge, self tapping, zinc plated, Phillips slot 

(or Pozidrive), dome head screws are typically used for steel framing or hard timber studs. More aggressive 

wood screws are recommended for softer timber studs like pine. Plastic plugs and compatible screws are 

recommended for most brick or concrete walls. Special fixings may be required for soft sandstone or brick walls - 

ask your hardware store or specialist fastenings supplier for advice. 

Weight Loading:  The weight loading of the Wall Hook will depend on the type of fixings used and the nature 

of the wall to which the wall hook is fixed.  

Package measurements and weights 
View Document 
 
Care Instructions 
Wipe clean with a mild soapy solution. 
Wipe dry with a clean cloth. 
 
Our Planet 
The steel in this product may be recyclable. Please check the recycling rule in your community for recycling 
facilities. 
 


